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Become a part of
the story about
generations of
history, since 1859.
The Whittlesea Agricultural Society is one of the oldest
Agricultural Societies in Victoria. Among other things, the
Society is responsible for the Whittlesea Show, a large two
day weekend event made possible by a dedicated band of
volunteers who work throughout the year to create the
annual Show.
The Whittlesea Show began as a fair
in 1859 and has grown to become
one of the best Agricultural Shows
in Victoria and is a signature event in
the Melbourne Community Calendar
with large crowds flocking to the
Show each year.
The purpose of the Show is to
educate, inform and entertain bringing agriculture, farming and
rural knowledge to the wider public.
The Whittlesea Show is a trade
& presentation opportunity for
business, community & exhibitors,
providing a trading place for
product skills and crafts. The Show
encompasses vintage to modern,
showcasing
changing
farming
practices through machinery, animals
and ways of life.
The Whittlesea Show is held on the
first full weekend in November each
year. A very active committee is
behind this successful event which by
reputation conducts the largest two
day Agricultural Show in Victoria.
Our reputation is widespread and
many of our patrons travel from
across Victoria and interstate to
exhibit, sponsor & compete.
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The Whittlesea Agricultural Society
have fourth and fifth generation
members of the founding families
actively involved in conducting
the annual Show. These members
and volunteers hold positions as
Office Bearers, Superintendents and
Stewards. The Society continues
to grow with approximately 150
volunteers who give their time freely
to support and promote our event.
Without this invaluable assistance
the Show would not be the success
it is today.
Our valued sponsors and donors
are the backbone of our Society’s
achievements and we look forward
to your business joining us as we
provide a solid platform for your
brand to prosper.
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About Us
One of Victoria’s largest and most iconic annual community events, the Whittlesea Show is
a tradition among family and friends, showcasing agriculture, food and fibre through fun,
memorable experiences.

OUR VISION
We continually work on our marketing strategy to
look at new and innovative ways in which we can
advance our profile and increase exposure. We
welcome you to be part of this.
We have numerous options for sponsors and
supporters and welcome the opportunity to work
alongside your business or organisation to increase
engagement with new key audiences and add value
and credibility to your brand.
With a variety of equine and livestock classes
and sections available to sponsor, we can link

With an average annual
attendance of 25,000+
people, the Show provides
an ideal opportunity for the
promotion of businesses and
organisations, both locally
and nationally, through an
increase in brand awareness
and profile.
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your company with areas of the Whittlesea Show
appropriate to your target audience and budget.
The Show’s impact goes well beyond its 25,000+
visitors and sponsorship is both an effective shop
window for promoting your organisation or product
and a great way to support local Australian business
and organisations.
Sponsorship of the Whittlesea Show is a positive
step forward and associates your business with one
of the biggest agricultural events in Victoria.
Why not make 2022 the year for your company
to work with the Whittlesea Show to promote a
winning combination.
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Venue Location
Positioned at the top of a major growth corridor in Melbourne’s north, the
picturesque Showgrounds is an ideal location in the Whittlesea Township, just
50 minutes by car from the Melbourne CBD.

SHOWGROUND AERIAL VIEW

Car/Taxi: From the Melbourne suburbs, travel north along
Plenty Road until arriving at the township of Whittlesea and
then follow the signs. Alternatively, travel north along High
Street to either Donnybrook Road, Grants Road or Janna Rd.
The Showgrounds are on the left hand side approximately
1km from the centre of the town - on Yea Road.
Public Transport: The Whittlesea Show is accessible
via public transport - bus and train. For comprehensive
information please go to https://www.ptv.vic.gov.au or for
a bus timetable contact 131 638.
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Ideal Platform
The Show provides the ideal platform to target an annual

Our sponsorship packages include options such as:

average footfall of 25,000+ people across two days. This is a

- Branding in key areas across the Showground

great opportunity to build relationships with new and existing

- Banner opportunities in high visibility sites

customers and align your brand with a hugely successful

- Access to our Sponsors Hospitality Marquee

business and agricultural family event reaching a state wide

- Targeted sponsorship opportunities

audience.
We have a range of sponsorship opportunities available
throughout the Show. These can be tailored to meet your
individual requirements.
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Our Audience
Featuring a variety of attractions to appeal to all age groups, the
Whittlesea Show is the perfect opportunity for sponsors to reach our
visitors. Through branding and Show publicity, your company can gain
exposure to our sought-after audience in a unique way.

43%

39%

ATTENDED
TO SEE
STALLHOLDER

SPENT
BETWEEN
$150 - $500

VISITORS
AGED
35 - 55
YEARS

63%

93%

94%

DISPLAYS

OWN OR
OPERATE
A FARM

REPEAT
VISITORS

42%

VISITORS
HAD AN
ENJOYABLE
TIME
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Our Investment in
Print Media
The Whittlesea Agricultural
Society invests heavily
into public relations and
promotional advertising.

RACV Royal Auto Magazine / Distribution 1,462,240

We dedicate a healthy budget to

North Central Review / Distribution 14,500

marketing the Whittlesea Show in
a variety of print media including
newspapers, magazines and newsletters
because these items can stay in offices
or homes for months or even years
from being received. While many nonphysical marketing materials are useful
for a single purpose, the benefits of

Whittlesea Show News / Distribution 120,700
Star Weekly / Distribution 46,129

Southern Farmer / Distribution 14,000
Kalori Magazine / Distribution 4000
Town Crier/ Distribution 3800
The Local Paper / Distribution 3675

print media extend further.

Mountain Monthly / Distribution 2500

Print media is an excellent way for us to

Yea Chronicle / Distribution 2500

boost your brand. It allows us to bring
the aesthetic qualities of font, colours
and images that help to establish brand
recognition and helps us reach our
target audiences. The list is subject to
change.

Whittlesea Review / Distribution 1450
The Free Press / Distribution 1200
City of Whittlesea Rural News / Distribution 900
What’s News / Distribution 800
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Online Marketing
Online marketing provides numerous benefits, including robust targeting and valuable
customer insights.
Our website is managed in-house, so we can ensure the

a day. Our strong investment in online advertising means our

information is kept up to date. Our website features Show

event reaches a large audience who will attend our Show and

videos, previous Show photos, what to do at the Show and

in turn be connected to your message.

a ‘Plan Your Day’ section, competition information and the
opportunity to buy Society memberships and tickets.

Our goal for online advertising is to acquaint people with
the Whittlesea Show and drive traffic to our website, which

People are watching less live TV and turning to their computers,

in turn helps to build your brand. Depending on the level of

tablets and phones for their favourite shows, music, and to

sponsorship you choose; your business will be featured on

access their social media. We recognise this as a great way to

our website.

stay in front of our visitors and our ads work for you 24 hours

Facebook

Instagram

Google MyBusiness

Using a mixture of organic and paid

2019 was the first year we engaged

The Google MyBusiness platform

advertising, our Facebook post reach

with people via Instagram and we

proved an invaluable tool to engage

for 2019 was 335,570 for the peak

reached just over 160 new followers

with our visitors by the sharing of

period of marketing during August

with just 18 posts. A total of 2,692

Whittlesea Show photographs that

to November. We have over 6,200

people were reached and 3,400

received over 170,000 views in the

Likes and over 6,300 users who have

impressions in October 2019 and

last quarter of 2019.

selected to have our posts show up

November 2019.

in their News Feed by not only Liking

In 2022 we will be continuing to build

our Page, but Following it.

this audience with engaging photos of
our Whittlesea Show.

Online Leader Newspaper:
- Whittlesea Leader

- Heidelberg Leader

- Diamond Valley Leader

- Preston Leader

- Northern Leader
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Sponsorship Packages
Sponsorship of any amount is welcome with packages commencing at
$200. All sponsors are entitled to food and refreshments at the sponsorship
marquee near the Administration Building in an informal manner to get to
know each other.
Sponsors are acknowledged in the schedule.
Sponsor names and contact details are circulated to
all financial members within a booklet format and a
recommendation to members to “Support Our Sponsors”.
We continually urge members and patrons to support the
sponsors of the Whittlesea Agricultural Society &
Whittlesea Show.

PLATINUMPACKAGE
PACKAGE
BRONZE

$500 + GST

4 Show weekend entry passes
2 Car passes to members priority parking

PLATINUM PACKAGE
SPONSORSHIP
AMOUNTS

OVER $200 + GST

Sponsor refreshment marquee access
Listing in our printed ‘Support Our Sponsors’
mail out
Your business name & URL on our website

2 Show weekend entry passes

Section sponsorship & print schedule
recognition

1 Car pass to members priority parking
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Sponsor refreshment marquee access

Your business name acknowledged at each
section location sponsored

Section sponsorship & print schedule
recognition

Full colour A3 poster displayed at each section
location sponsored

Your business name acknowledged at each
section location sponsored

30 Second recorded PA announcement
advertisement - 2 x each day

* Artwork to be supplied by the Sponsor.
** All signage costs including artwork and fitting labour are the responsibility of the Sponsor.
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PLATINUM
PACKAGE
GOLD
PACKAGE

Section Naming Right
$2500 + GST
PLATINUM
PACKAGE
SILVER
PACKAGE

$1000 + GST

8 Show weekend entry passes
4 Car passes to members priority parking
Sponsor refreshment marquee access

6 Show weekend entry passes
3 Car passes to members priority parking
Sponsor refreshment marquee access
Listing in our printed ‘Support Our Sponsors’
mail out
Your business name/URL/50 word description
on our website
Section sponsorship & print schedule
recognition

Listing in our printed ‘Support Our Sponsors’
mail out
Your business name/URL/100 word description
on our website
Section sponsorship & print schedule
recognition
Your business name acknowledged at section
location sponsored
Full colour A1 poster displayed at section
location sponsored

Your business name acknowledged at each
section location sponsored

30 Second recorded PA announcement
advertisement - 4 x each day

2 x Full colour A3 poster displayed at section
location sponsored

900 x 1200 Sign featuring your logo* + website
or phone number on main arena

30 Second recorded PA announcement
advertisement - 2 x each day

1 x double invitation to our Presidents
Luncheon on Saturday or Sunday of the Show.
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PLATINUM PACKAGE
PLATINUM
PACKAGE

PLATINUM PACKAGE

$5000 + GST

of any amount
gratefully accepted

DONATION

10 Show weekend entry passes
5 Car passes to members priority parking
Sponsor refreshment marquee access
Listing in our printed ‘Support Our Sponsors’
mail out
Your business name/URL/logo/300px x 600px
graphic advertisement/200 word description
on our website
Section sponsorship & print schedule
recognition

PLATINUM
PACKAGE
DONATION

of goods or in kind
gratefully accepted

Your business name acknowledged at each
section location sponsored
Full colour A1 poster displayed at section
location sponsored
30 Second recorded PA announcement
advertisement - 6 x each day
2 x Boosted posts on our Facebook & Instagram
social media
Complimentary Advertisement in Whittlesea
Show publications - distributed to over 120,000
homes
Logo acknowledgement in Show map handout
(3) 900 x 1200 Sign featuring your logo* +
website URL or phone number on main
arena area
2 x double Invitations to our Presidents
Luncheon on Saturday or Sunday of the Show
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EXTRA OPTIONS
We also have available optional extras including
banner signage around the show, online banner
advertising on our online portal; pavilion & arena
naming rights; Show newspaper advertisements;
logo in schedule against section sponsorships;
trade space sites and more.

Looking for something different? Contact
us for a tailor made package.
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AGREEMENT FORM
Thank you for your decision to partner with the Whittlesea Agricultural
Society to sponsor our 2022 Whittlesea Show. We look forward to
promoting your business or organisation with great enthusiasm.
Please complete the form below and email to info@whittleseashow.org.au

SPONSOR DETAILS

COMPANY NAME

COMPANY EMAIL

MAILING ADDRESS

CONTACT NAME

PHONE

MOBILE

DATE

SIGNATURE

PACKAGE AND/OR
DONATION AMOUNT

Thank you for your partnership.
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Guide to Show Sections
We are committed to providing a variety of exciting ways to experience the Whittlesea
Show. With a broad range of sections we have multiple sponsorship opportunities.

Ambassadors

Animal Nursery

The Junior Show Ambassador and
Rural Ambassador Award aims to
highlight the talent, creativity and
ingenuity of young rural Victorians
and in doing so encourage entrants
to be role models across local
communities. This award rewards
enthusiastic young people and assists
their participation to develop strong
communication

and

leadership

qualities. If your business has a strong
desire to encourage our leaders of
tomorrow, you would suit well to
be partnered with this significant
competition.
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Art

Get up close and personal in the

Artists within the City of Whittlesea

Animal Nursery. Kids big and small

and surrounding area come together

love patting the baby animals from

to

miniature ponies to ferrets and our

variety

other farm friends; lambs, goats,

Whether a visitor’s interest be in

chickens and rabbits. There are plenty

watercolours, oils or ceramic arts

of opportunities to feed different

they will find something of appeal

animals and of course cute photo

here, an area for imaginative and

opportunities. Open right across both

creative minds.

days of the show weekend and being
one of the most popular pavilions,
this area sees very high foot traffic
consisting mainly of families.

display their work covering a
of

styles

and

mediums.
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Cookery

A large following of Beef and Dairy
Cattle breeders enter the Show for
the judging & promotion of these
prime animals.

Every second year

there is a feature event in Cattle
which highlights a particular breed.
The Hoof and Hook competition
attracts a record number of entries
each year, as this gives the farmer an
idea how their animals rate both on
the hoof and on the hook.
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Craft

The Cookery section of our Show

Handcrafts always prove to be a big

encompasses a huge variety of foods

draw card of the Show each year

that showcase the talents of both

with hundreds of entrants vying for

aspiring & experienced cooks from

recognition of their creations. Housed

juniors through to adults. The cookery

in the Homecrafts Pavilion, patrons

section is also home to the decorated

can admire the artistic talents of our

cake classes which sees amazing

entrants work. This area consistently

celebration and wedding cakes plus

has high foot traffic across the

more; many of which go onto the

weekend and would make a great

Melbourne Show. Cookery is located

area for your business to sponsor.

in the Homecrafts Pavilion which has
consistently high foot traffic over the
entire weekend.
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Education

Farm & Garden
The

produce

One of the best parts of any Show

6000 entries from Primary, Secondary

section is for the home gardener,

is the food. The Food Expo, located

and Specialist Schools across the

hobby farmer & commercial farmer.

on the north hill hosts a vast range

northern

fringe

of

Farm

and

Garden

Food Expo

The Education section attracts over

Melbourne.

Sections in home grown garden

of local and regional delicacies.

There are many classes that children

produce include vegetables, fruit &

Open all day across the weekend the

can enter, ranging from 2D and 3D

herbs. Farm produce classes include

Food Expo is the perfect place to sit

Art,

Collage,

Threads

grazed and un-grazed pasture, sheaf

and relax after a walk around the

and

Textiles,

Language,

of green oats, bale of clover hay, bale

Showgrounds. Offering an array of

Computer

of meadow hay and a section for

specialist food vendors to tempt the

Graphics, Photography and more.

eggs. Each year the volunteers create

taste buds and the best part, plenty

There is also a dedicated section for

an amazing display of the entrants

of opportunities to try the food first.

Special Needs children to enter their

produce

creative exhibits. Your sponsorship of

agriculture and the importance of

this area would offer your business

local food production in Australia.

Technology

Ceramics,
Creative
Studies,

exposure to thousands of visitors
coming through to view their family’s
work on display.
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Heritage

Fun & Games is a quirky set of games

This often hilarious competition needs

The Heritage Pavilion is a significant

to get people actively participating

to be seen to be believed, presenting

part of our Society as it provides

in the Show and is a lot of fun for

a range of dogs showcasing their

us the important opportunity to

participants and spectators. Timeless

talents with tricks and other physical

preserve our agricultural history and

games like the Egg Throw, Egg

feats of fame including the happiest

allows patrons to take a trip back

& Spoons Race, Sack Races and

smile, most unusual looking, flattest

in time and see working examples

Horseshoe Throw are played on the

nose, longest legs and the dog who

of historical machinery and early

Main Arena to everyone’s delight.

looks most like its owner, which has

farming practices. Another feature of

All ages can participate, and entry is

spectators laughing along. You don’t

this section is a working blacksmith

free. This is a fun section of the Show

need to be a canine oriented business

demonstration area. Your sponsorship

if you are looking to sponsor.

to enjoy the fun of sponsoring this

of this vital section means we can

great section.

continue to maintain, expand and
preserve the collection of pieces for
further generations to experience
and enjoy.
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Horses

Horticulture
beside

the

Photography

Horse events play an important role

Housed

Homecrafts

The annual show brings out budding

in the annual Show, these include

exhibit, Horticulture provides the

photographers in school classes to the

Clydesdale, Junior Equestrian, Heavy

opportunity for gardeners of all ages

novice just starting out, right through

& Light Harness, the ever-popular

and levels of experience to show

to the master class. This extensive

Showjumping, Galloways, Australian

their skills including the very popular

competition held each year draws

Ponies, Standardbreds, Novelty Pony

miniature farm display. There is a

large numbers on display over the

Events, Pony Club and several other

diverse mix of flower art and floral

entire weekend. With topics covered

breeds of horses. The Horse section

arrangements, plants (both indoor &

such as landscape, portraits, nature,

of the Show will usually encompass

outdoor) as well as junior sections for

agriculture and animals to name a

one featured breed for the weekend

the young green thumbs.

few, this area caters to all ages and

and these feature classes attract the

is a popular display throughout the

top entrants from the Victorian horse

weekend.

world. The Horse Arena is a popular
spectator area and has a huge
following, attracting large numbers of
patrons who have the opportunity of
exposure to your business brand.
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Poultry

Sheep
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Woodchop

Overseen by a dedicated group of

Sheep are a major attraction at the

Not surprisingly, woodchop is a major

fanciers, significant effort is put into

Show with classes for Wool, Meat

draw card of the Whittlesea Show

exhibiting poultry. Birds are trained

Sheep, Coloured Sheep and Prime

with events gathering large crowds to

for the cages used at shows, washed

Lambs. With a full program on Day

see the chips fly as entrants battle it

and manicured in preparation for the

2 of the Show, sheep are a major

out for major prizes across both days

event. An assortment of classes cater

agricultural attraction. Patrons can

of the show. Partnering your business

for a vast array of birds from hard

walk amongst the sheep, speak to

with our Woodchop section would

feather, soft feather, water fowls,

their handlers and gain first hand

expose your brand to thousands of

bantams, ducks and more. This is a

knowledge and experience.

spectators.

very popular section which always
has a great turnout of exhibitors and
patrons.
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Young Person’s
Competition
The

Young

Person’s

Competition

highlights the many positive aspects of
local children and youth. Encouraging
them in public speaking, entrants are
judged on presentation, personality
and general knowledge. This fun
competition is always well attended
by both entrants and spectators.
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FARMING,
HERITAGE &
ENVIRONMENTAL
GROUPS
EDUCATION
SECTOR

SPORTING
GROUPS

SERVICE
CLUBS

RELIGIOUS
GROUPS

The annual Whittlesea Show is the occasion when the entire Whittlesea
community is on display. This important event provides a platform for
many community groups to promote their activities and generate funds.
The Whittlesea Agricultural Society is a great supporter of community
groups providing a location for their activities & collaborating on
various projects.
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THANK YOU
WE LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH YOU

ADDRESS

CONTACT

ONLINE

Administration Building

P: (03) 9716 2835

www.whittleseashow.org.au

Gate 1, McPhees Rd

E: info@whittleseashow.org.au

Whittlesea VIC 3757
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